We design, implement, and evaluate an H.264/SVC decoder and an HTTP video streaming client on multi-core mobile devices. The decoder employs multiple decoder threads to leverage the multi-core CPUs, and the streaming server/client support adaptive HTTP video streaming. To evaluate the decoder performance, we conduct experiments using real H.264/SVC videos on a tablet and a smart phone running Android 4.0. Our experimental results demonstrate that real-time H.264/SVC decoding is feasible on multi-core mobile devices. For example, for 960x544 videos, our decoder achieves up to 20.72 FPS (Frame-Per-Second), and for 480x272 videos, it achieves up to 42.03 FPS. We also conduct extensive HTTP video streaming experiments over live WiFi and 3G cellular networks, which show that high frame rate (up to ∼42 FPS), and short initial delay (as small as ∼2.5 sec) are possible. We make our testbed publicly available to the research communities.
INTRODUCTION
Mobile video streaming is getting increasingly popular, e.g., Cisco predicts that video traffic will dominate the mobile Internet traffic increase at least until 2015 [1] . Traditional, nonscalable video coders encode a video into a stream, which can only be decoded at its full-quality. Nonscalable coders are less suitable to mobile video streaming, where mobile devices are heterogeneous and wireless network conditions are dynamic. In contrast, scalable video coders encode each video into a base layer that provides basic video quality and one or multiple enhancement layers that add incremental quality enhancements. H.264/SVC [2] is the latest scalable coding standard, but has not been widely used for mobile video streaming, because there are no efficient H.264/SVC decoders on resource-constrained mobile devices. For illustrations, we consider five H.264/SVC videos (details are given in Sec. 5.1), which are encoded in 960x544 at 24 FramePer-Second (FPS). We decode the videos using two singlethreaded decoders (described in Sec. 2.2) on a laptop with an Intel i5 2.3 GHz CPU running OS X. Table 1 presents the average FPS, which shows that the existing H.264/SVC decoders may not run in real-time on laptops, let alone on mobile devices. Recently, many multi-core mobile devices have been released, which may allow true parallelism for real-time applications such as H.264/SVC decoders. In this work, we develop an SVC decoder and an HTTP streaming client for multi-core mobile devices. Fig. 1 gives a screenshot of our streaming client and decoder running on an Android 4.0 mobile phone. We conduct real experiments using HighDefinition (HD) videos with diverse characteristics on multiple mobile devices. The experimental results are very encouraging. For example, our decoder achieves up to 20.72 FPS for 960x544 videos, and 42.03 FPS for 480x272 videos on commodity multi-core mobile devices. When streaming scalable videos over HTTP to a quad-core Android phone, we also achieve high frame rate, as high as ∼42 FPS, and short initial delay, as small as ∼2.5 sec.
We acknowledge that software-based video decoders are inherently more power-hungry than hardware-based solutions, as we observe in our evaluations. Unfortunately, there exists no massively-produced SVC decoder chips at the time of writing. We believe this is because the benefits of SVC have not been evaluated in the wild. Our end-to-end scalable video streaming testbed can be used by the mobile multimedia community for setting up complete SVC-based testbeds. We firmly believe that this will stimulate more research studies on SVC and the production of SVC decoder chips.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

H.264/SVC Standard
H.264/SVC standard [2] extends H.264/AVC standard [3] to support scalable video coding. With H.264/SVC, each video is compressed into: (i) T temporal layers, where each layer leads to a different frame rate, (ii) S spatial layers, where each layer leads to a different resolution, and (iii) Q quality layers, where each layer leads to a different fidelity level controlled mostly by quantization parameters. When decoding an H.264/SVC stream, a user selects a tuple <t, s, q> and decodes the corresponding substream for the target representation of frame rate 0 ≤ t < T , resolution 0 ≤ s < S, and fidelity level 0 ≤ q < Q. These substreams allow multimedia systems to conserve resources by not, e.g., storing, transmitting, buffering, uncompressing, or rendering some layers.
Related Work
Although there are commercial H.264/SVC decoders [4, 5] , their implementations are proprietary and thus are less suitable for research projects. There are two publicly available H.264/SVC decoders: (i) Joint Scalable Video Model (JSVM), which is the reference software of the H.264/SVC standard, and (ii) OpenSVC decoder [6] , which is an opensource project, but has not been ported to modern mobile OS's. In this paper, we build a multi-core decoder on Android 4.0 using the library offered by the OpenSVC project.
Mueller and Timmerer propose a session mobility testbed streaming based on Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) [7] , which employs nonscalable videos. In a more recent work, Mueller et al. conduct DASH streaming experiments [8] using scalable videos. Our work is complementary to [8] in the sense that we develop a real-time H.264/SVC decoder and build an end-to-end HTTP streaming testbed. Since we make our code publicly available [9] , we (and other research groups) may enhance the proposed system to comply with the DASH/SVC standard once it is released.
MULTI-CORE DECODER ON ANDROID OS
Limitations of Single-Threaded Decoder
We first implement and evaluate a single-threaded SVC decoder on Android using OpenSVC library [6] . We adopt Android Native Development Kit (NDK) to embed the OpenSVC library as native functions, and we develop a Java application, which interacts with these native functions via Java Native Interface (JNI). We evaluate our single-threaded SVC decoder using two Android 4.0 devices, with 1. 1.4 GHZ CPUs, respectively. We decode five 375-sec videos coded at 960x544 and 24 FPS (see Sec. 5.1), and we found that the achieved frame rates are always less than 50% of the coded frame rates. Hence, we develop a multi-core H.264/SVC decoder in the following. Fig. 2 shows the software architecture of our multi-core decoder. It consists of two major components: (i) a Java frontend and (ii) a native decoder. The native decoder is implemented using Android NDK, and is interfaced with the Java front-end using JNI. The Java front-end also interacts with Android's Java Framework offered by Android SDK. The native decoder consists of a Coded Frame Buffer (CFB), H decoder threads, and a Decoded Frame Buffer (DFB). The CFB holds the H.264/SVC video packets read from video files or networks. The decoder threads concurrently reconstruct the raw frames from the video packets, and store the resulting frames in the DFB.
Software Architecture of Our Multi-Core Decoder
Our SVC decoder works as follows. First, the Java frontend passes the initial arguments to the native decoder, and asks it to decode. Once the decoded frames are stored in the DFB of the native decoder, the Java front-end retrieves the frames. Last, the Java front-end uses Android API to display frames in its DFB. Our decoder threads employ the OpenSVC library [6] to decode the videos. Although this seems to be straightforward at first glance, using OpenSVC library in multi-threaded applications turns out to be fairly challenging because it is not designed to be multi-thread safe. We had to pay extra attentions to avoid race conditions while invoking functions in OpenSVC library. We make our decoder available to the research community [9] .
Parallelism Strategy
Our decoder employs multiple decoder threads, where each thread works on a group of video packets at each moment.
The groups are determined by a parallelism strategy. Several parallelism strategies have been proposed, e.g., at macroblock (MB), frame, and GoP levels [10, 11] . There are data dependencies among groups of video packets. That is, before decoding the next group of video packets, the thread must check its dependency. Each strategy has its advantages and disadvantages. For example, MB-level parallelism realizes finer-grained groups at the expense of complex group interdependency. GoP-level parallelism minimizes the interdependency among groups but demands more memory due to larger DFBs. GoP-level parallelism leads to the highest possible FPS, and hence we implement GoP-level parallelism in our decoder. In particular, we employ pthread to implement GoP-level parallelism. Other strategies are also possible by redefining the groups, which is one of our future tasks.
MOBILE SCALABLE VIDEO STREAMING OVER HTTP
Overview
We present an end-to-end HTTP streaming testbed for scalable videos in this section. In our testbed, each mobile device dynamically requests SVC stream fragments to make sure that its buffer always contains next few fragments under dynamic network conditions. Each fragment contains g consecutive GoPs. We pre-process each raw H.264/SVC stream, and generate the description file and manifest file. The description file contains the meta data, including the details of NAL units and their offsets in the files. The description file is used to efficiently generate various fragments on-the-fly, based on the current streaming environments. The manifest file is generated for the mobile devices. It includes information such as video length, resolutions, highest temporal ID, total fragment number, and individual fragment sizes. The manifest file allows mobile devices to start video streaming sessions.
Streaming Videos
Fig . 3 shows the architecture of our HTTP streaming testbed, which consists of an HTTP-based streaming server, and one or multiple mobile receivers. The user of a mobile device first clicks on the hyperlink to the manifest file of the interested video. The client then downloads the manifest file and parses it for the detailed information of the requested video. Upon parsing the manifest file, the streaming client sequentially requests for fragments by specifying the fragment id, resolution, and temporal configuration. The streaming server then creates the next requested fragment on-the-fly, and transmits it to the mobile device. We note that the generated fragments can be stored in a cache for future use. In fact, there is a tradeoff between storage and speed depending on whether we generate fragments in-advance or on-the-fly. The requested data are stored in a circular buffer. Each decoder thread copies data from this circular buffer to decoder buffer before decoding. Once the data in the circular buffer is insufficient to decode, the decoder threads are blocked. The decoder threads continue while the circular buffer is refilled with enough data. The request thread is also blocked when the circular buffer is full. More specifically, the request thread is suspended when the circular buffer contains more than b bytes data, and is resumed when it contains less than l bytes data.
EVALUATIONS ON MULTI-CORE DECODER
Videos and Setup
We consider five HD videos: doc, jeux, soap, sport, and talk, which are available online [12] . The videos are provided by a leading broadcast company in Canada, and each of them lasts for 6 mins 15 secs, at 24 FPS. We encode each video using JSVM into three spatial layers (S = 3): 960x544, 480x272, and 240x144, and each GoP contains 16 frames, which leads to five temporal layers (T = 5). We fix the quantization parameter at 32; there is a single fidelity layer (Q = 1). The average video quality of the complete streams across all videos is 44.16 dB in PSNR, and more details are summarized in Table 2 . We conduct the experiments on: (i) a quad-core tablet with a 1.4 GHz CPU, 1 GB memory, and a 1280x800 screen and (ii) a dual-core smart phone with a 1.2 GHz CPU, 1 GB memory, and a 960x540 screen. We decode each video with different tuples <t, s, q> and H, and we report the average FPS (frame rate) over each video. We also report the memory and energy overhead of our decoder.
Evaluation Results
We present sample results with q = 0 and t = 5.
Performance gains. We first report the performance improvement by using H decoder threads. Figs. 4 and 5 present the FPS values at 960x544 resolution (s = 2) on the tablet and the smart phone, respectively. We observe clear FPS increases for most videos when H increases from 1 to 3. For example, playing jeux on the smart phone with H = 1 achieves an FPS of 12.08, while doing so with H = 3 leads to an FPS of 19.39, a 60% gain. However, the performance gain saturates at H = 4, and the FPS gradually decreases when H goes beyond 4. This can be attributed to the thread synchronization overhead, and the competition among the our decoder threads and other Android processes. We suggest setting H = 3 for 960x544 videos. Fig. 6 are as high as 42.03, much higher than the coded FPS of 24. In other words, decoding 480x272 videos incurs lower computational complexity and thus leaves smaller rooms for performance improvement. Indeed, the performance drops once H > 2. We suggest setting H = 2 for 480x272 videos.
Tradeoff between resolutions and frame rates. Fig. 7 compares the FPS at different resolutions on the smart phone. It is clear that decoding 480x272 videos is at least two times faster than decoding 960x544 videos. This reveals an important tradeoff: for real-time decoding at 960x544, we must reduce the frame rate to 12 FPS (t = 3). This indicates that a user may choose high resolution or high frame rate, but not both. Similar observations can be drawn from the results obtained from the tablet.
Memory consumption. We report the memory consumption of decoding 960x544 videos in Fig. 8 , which shows that our decoder consumes more memory when H increases. Nonetheless, the total memory consumption at most ∼1 GB, which is the common specification of medium-to high-end mobile devices at the time of writing.
Power consumption. We use Agilent 66321D mobile communications DC source [13] to measure the power consumption of our SVC decoder. We also measure the power consumption of mplayer-android [14] and the default hardware decoder for comparisons; these two players only support H.264/AVC videos. For fair comparisons, we encode the videos in AVC videos with the same quantization parameters. We report the device-level power consumption with display brightness set to 50%. Fig. 9 presents the measured currents on the smart phone. This figure shows that although decoding SVC videos is much more complex, our SVC decoder only incurs small power overhead, as low as 7% during some time periods, compared to mplayer-android. We present the average power consumption in Table 3 . This table shows that our SVC decoder consumes ∼26% (smart phone) and ∼31% (tablet) more power than software-based mplayer, and mplayer consumes ∼94% (smart phone) and ∼26% (tablet) more power than the hardware decoder. We have also implemented an end-to-end H.264/SVC streaming testbed over HTTP. The testbed has a Linux server and an Android client using our multi-core H.264/SVC decoder. We configure each fragment with g = 8 GoPs, number of decoder threads H = 3, the circular buffer thresholds l = 1.5 and b = 15 MB. We encode the five HD videos into three resolutions: 300x158, 598x314, and 1196x628, which better fit the screen resolution of our quad-core 1.5 GHz An- droid phones. We stream each video over the WiFi and 3G cellular networks, with different resolutions, in our lab. We repeat each experiment five times, and report average, minimum, and maximum performance whenever appropriate. The considered performance metrics are: (i) FPS, (ii) throughput, and (iii) initial delay. The initial delay is further divided into two parts: transfer delay, which refers to the time to fill up the circular buffer with l bytes, and decoder delay, which is the time to render the first frame. We currently use a conservative heuristic to determine the pre-buffering time, which leads to higher initial delay for some videos. It is our future work to address this issue.
Experimental Results
User interface. Fig. 1 shows a screenshot taken from our streaming client and decoder. The main user interface comes with four buttons allowing users to switch the spatial and temporal layers. Once a switch command is issued, the streaming client starts requesting fragments from the streaming server based on the new spatial/temporal layers. The decoder renders the new layers whenever they become available at the streaming client.
Frame rate. We plot the instantaneous FPS of a sample run of streaming jeux over a WiFi network in Fig. 10 . This figure reveals that our HTTP scalable video streaming client achieves 41+, 32+, and 20+ FPS with different resolutions, which are fairly acceptable for mobile video streaming. Fig. 11 reports the mean FPS of five runs for all videos, and the errorbars indicate the minimum and maximum FPS. This figure is consistent with the results in Fig. 10 .
Network throughput. We plot the achieved network throughput when streaming scalable videos at different resolutions. Figs. 12 and 13 present the throughput over 3G from jeux and the mean throughput over 3G from all videos, respectively. These figures show that our HTTP scalable streaming client fully utilizes the available bandwidth: generally, higher resolution leads to higher network throughput.
Initial delay. We present the initial delay, which is divided into the transfer and decoder delay. We plot these two delays in Figs. 14 and 15. These two figures reveal that lower resolution leads to shorter delay. One way to leverage this property for minimizing initial delay is to first play a video with the lowest resolution, and then switch to the desired resolution once the buffer is filled. In particular, by doing so, the total delay is between ∼2.5 and ∼4.0 sec as illustrated in Figs. 14 and 15.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
While scalable videos give more rooms for optimizing mobile video streaming, they have not yet been widely deployed. We believe there exists a dilemma between the cost of upgrading the decoding chips for scalable videos, and the insufficient demand of these chips for economies of scale. One way to get around this dilemma is to implement a softwarebased H.264/SVC decoder for mobile devices and HTTPbased streaming server/client, so as to demonstrate the benefits of scalable videos in real testbeds. In this paper, we have developed an end-to-end scalable streaming testbed, consisting of a multi-threaded SVC decoder and HTTP streaming server/client. Our experimental results show that our SVC decoder can decode 480x272 videos in real-time, and does not incur too much memory and power overhead. While our SVC decoder is not a replacement of a hardware-based solution, we firmly believe that our decoder will stimulate more research on SVC-related systems, and encourage manufacturers to massively produce SVC decoder chips. We have also evaluated the proposed HTTP streaming server/client. Via extensive experiments, we show the practicality and efficiency of our proposed end-to-end scalable streaming testbed over HTTP for mobile devices. For example, streaming scalable over live 3G and cellular networks lead to high frame rate, ∼42 FPS, and short initial delay, ∼2.5 sec.
Our experimental results also reveal an important tradeoff between resolutions and frame rates. Due to resource constraints of mobile devices, a user may only pick high resolution or high frame rate. The user's decision depends on the video genres, device types, and even user preferences. There are active projects, such as [15] , conducting user studies and trying to model the Quality-of-Experience (QoE) of mobile video streaming. These user studies do not leverage scalable videos and can only consider very few resolutions and frame rates of each video. Our end-to-end mobile scalable video streaming testbed allows us to conduct large-scale user studies using H.264/SVC videos on commodity Android devices. This enables us to derive a more flexible QoE model, which is our future work.
